Jim Hogan’s Central Plateau Mathematics and Statistics Newsletter

If this picture does not float your boat I am not sure what would! This is a solution to
a very complex differential equation.
Greeting from Taupo Everyone
May you all have a great year of teaching and learning, develop robust learning
relationships as soon as possible with all students, and generally contribute to the
world of education in 2021. Good luck, keep your energy levels up, give your self
space and take extra care of your self. ‘No' is a very good word to learn to say. I
started writing this in early January so there may be a bit of chronological disorder
throughout. The Am CVup saw mayhem and then Prada show some class with a 4-0
thumping of America magic. I was impressed Am Magic got their boat back on the
water let alone sail it at 50 knots.

My old school Tauhara College suffered severe damage from a cloud burst in early
December resulting in the school closing early DEC and a building programme over
the holidays to get enough prefab classrooms organised to reopen by late JAN 21. It
seems to be on track but spare them a thought for the disruption and rebuilding of
resources and systems. If you know someone who works there send them an happy
email!

I am writing this news because we all need to talk and share ideas. Last year 2020
was a complete revision of what we knew as “normal”. This new “normal" continues
and the borders are very tight now as NZ learned how to control incoming infections
and new strains of COVID. News of "testing on arrival and remaining in your room
until a negative result” was well received. There does seem to be a lot of experts and
they do not all always agree. I think the Heath Ministry is doing a pretty busy and
amazing job.
I will be amazed however if NZ manages to keep the lid on community outbreaks
before we have vaccinated everyone. 2021 will be a repeat of 2020 with not a lot of
air travel out of the country without quarantine upon arrival or return. Being cautious
about the type of vaccination is wise in my view as well. I have been saying since
Feb last year that everyone in NZ will get either (a) COVID or (B) a vaccine. When I
get the jab I want to be assured it will work. This is my permanent and enduring
scepticism at work of course.

The events in the US continue to astound me but at last, as I write 12th Jan, there
are serious efforts to eradicate the DT Pest from the Whitehouse and never
returning. I was appalled at the “storming of the Whitehouse” but quite impressed by
the lack of damage and high respect the invaders had for the Capitol. It could have
been a lot worse. I am thinking there could be more nonsense on the 20th Jan at
handover. Good luck Joe, you will need it for the next 4 years. Since then the
American news has gone pretty quiet and long may that remain.
Other than all the entertainment of reading the daily news, splitting wood and doing
cryptic crosswords, there has been a nice summer here in Central. Getting hotter
now that Feb has arrived and the lake water temperature has increased to being
swimmable.
Update! Mid Jan
Oh dear! This boat is actually airborne. Exciting to see but proof of the difficulty and
risks they are taking.
The spectacle of the Am Cup was just that and the aftermath of everyone helping, all
teams contributing will mean the Am Cup boat will get back on the water. Auckland is
the perfect city for this mishap to have happened! This is where these boats are built!
I suspect the American Magic boat will come back a bit faster too like the UK entry
has done. The excitement is not over yet! Alas the outcome was not so good for this
syndicate as everyone knows but now we look forward to the Prada Cup next week.
There is some really good mathematics in this event to expose. Navigation, VMG,
actual wind speed on board, timing, speed and foiling. This is about as complex as
sailing gets and about as difficult to achieve as landing a helicopter. Make the most
of the visuals and how they get them to look proportioned from any angle.
Mathematics and 2021.
I am not privy to the latest news before it happens anymore. I have to glean things
form the internet and keep an eye on notice boards.
1. RAS MATHS - No News yet. The last update was May 2020
at https://conversation.education.govt.nz/conversations/ncea-review/review-ofachievement-standards/feedback-pilot-phase/ but that link is pretty general and updated
in May 2020. I suspect the COVID issue has put a lot of that development into the
"too hard" basket and we will be waiting another year or so. I have had a good look
at the RAS Science work and it is very interesting how there are only four science
standards and me they look more like geography standards. That could well happen
to Mathematics and Statistics at Year 11. I have a feeling there will be a different
plan for Y12 and Y13.
2. Numeracy Standard Review. That is taking some time as well. There is a link on
the NZAMT website under NEWS that takes you
to https://sites.google.com/a/nzamt.org.nz/nzamt-noe/home . This is the NOE (or
Networks of Expertise) website and if anyone was meant to be upto date it will be
these guys. Nyet. Nothing. I do not think any Numeracy Standard will improve any
measure of cohorts being numerate. More below on this but we know that being

numerate is working at NZC L4 or better. That is what I have been harping on about
of nearly 20 years! See also my website.
3. ERO REPORTS. There are many reports on this website worth perusing. Their
latest work concerns engagement in these COVID times. Here is a link but just ask
your browser “bro nz”. https://www.ero.govt.nz/publications/learning-in-a-covid-19world-supporting-secondary-school-engagement/
4. Other websites to keep an eye on are NZAMT, NZMATHS, YOUCUBED.
5. The Maths TIMMS news in the NZ Herald Feb 2nd is worth reading. Like every
HOD we have been noticing the lower ability of incoming Year 9’s for some time
now. This is now measured and for the 3rd time 3 TIMMS NZ has been getting
worse. There has been a working group of University Professors gathered to make
some suggestions and hopefully following that some Ministry Strategy will emerge.
Meanwhile, back in the jungle there are some options...
PLD
You may have an issue you need help with to figure out. That is my job. Please ask.
Anything to do with the teaching and learning of mathematics and statistics, Y 7 to
13. I try not to work in Y1 to 6 but have done and have seen some excellent teaching
with a multiplicative focus.
I saw a Year 2 student write 2x3x4 = 24 and listened to her explanation of why it
worked. Pretty amazing to see her working and her model. See the photo. The
hands is hers. When students are actually taught mathematics in primary they do
well.

I recently had an email to say thank you for the measuring and monitoring resource I
posted on my website concerning what I call the LOMAS test. The teacher noted that
students were coming to secondary at lower and lower levels of NZC every year. I
have not kept any data that could validate this observation but I do have data that
suggests about 10% to 20% of all students enter secondary school at NZC L4
(Multiplicative) or better. This has been a persistently consistent measure despite
efforts such as the Numeracy Project since 1999 last century. I have helped run

projects in schools where this low measure in Term 1 at Year 9 has become over
80%+ in Term 3/4 Year 10, two years later. The report in today’s Herald confirms
secondary maths teachers do a great job accelerating students to expectation by the
end of Year 11. I knew that happened too. Data is on my website.
There are some simple and key strategies to make acceleration happen in Years 9
to 11. These include …
• Establish and normalise a reliable way to measure NUMBER* and against
the NZC.
• Do this each term across all classes and cohorts and monitor the
data.There is a powerpoint I presented at BOPMA on my website.
• Keep an unrelenting focus on teaching and exemplifying being
multiplicative in every lesson.
• Identify and reward using multiplicative structures and procedures.
• Avoid teaching addition of whole numbers. The same strategies reappear
in fractions and decimals.
• Teach all strands and have high expectations.
• Build learning relationships with students
• Make learning fun and always promote mathematics in a positive way.
* There is no need to test any other strand other than Number. The thinking in
different strands is reflected in the Number measure. It is not Number we measure
but Thinking. I have data showing Number Thinking improved even though no
Number was taught directly. The other strands improve Number as well. You can
test this hypothesis. Classroom tests are not included in my data. I only use one
reliable measure per term and monitor this over time. See my website powerpoint.
All of this is dependent upon knowing what being multiplicative is, actually being a
multiplicative thinker and modelling being multiplicative. Many Early, Primary and
Intermediate school teachers are not operating at this level. I know this because I
have run workshops and noticed explanation and methods. I have also measured
many teachers using my LOMAS diagnostics test. There is no test or measure to
ensure teachers are at this important level in NZ before they enter training or while
they are teaching.
Many teachers also have Math Anxiety. This is a negative frame of mind which
serves as a block to using and learning mathematics. There is much research about
this phenomena and it is a mental condition which can be changed. Once recognised
a teacher can start to move on. I have had teachers in tears when they realise that
one of the key reasons their students are struggling in mathematics is because of
their (the teacher’s) fear of mathematics. The human brain (I call it “The Magician”) is
very protective about surviving and will invent stories, create truth where there is
none, make up colours and shapes, change feelings and emotions all to survive and
live another day. The last President of the US was guided by a magician.
Worse, being multiplicative is an essential step before becoming what is called
“Proportional” or operating at NZC L5 and above. Being a proportions thinker means
and probably guarantees M/E grades in NCEA L1 and choices when it comes to
careers. I would like everyone to become a proportional thinker and I actually do not

mind if someone then chooses Law, Chemistry, Architecture, Business, Music or just
breathing once that has been attained. Understanding the continuum of thinking and
how it manifests in mathematics is vital. That is part of my job as well. See COVID
FILE #21 on my website for more info.
All of the above is fixable and learnable for anyone. Anyone can learn maths!
I also help design sensible learning programmes that focus on key ideas in
mathematics and statistics, develop and select resources that focus on the learning
required, keep the big picture intact, keep competencies developing and normalise
behaviours we want our future adults to own and honour.
All schools have glorious mottos and identified competency foci. I expect to see
these reflected in classrooms and I enjoy keeping teachers honest about that. I think
we create our future and the work place we use. If it is not as you expect perhaps it
is time to talk.
Math ASSOCIATIONS - BOPMA, WAIMAT, HBMAT
Support yours! Opportunities to talk with others is the one consistent request I get to
include in a workshop. Talking face to face is still the best way to share and develop
lasting relationships. COVID times 2020 saw many using ZOOM and SKYPE but a
little honest reflection with soon confirm in neither class learning nor professional
meetings did any lasting benefit happen. I am not saying it cannot happen... I am
saying it, generally, did not happen. We are very fortunate in NZ to be able to meet
in groups larger than 10 and I wonder if early this year 2021 we should be prioritising
an HOD Day. That starts by naming a day and any Association has that freedom.
My work as a math advisor has changed to a math facilitator working in some
schools. The opportunity to create an HOD Day or a MULT WORKSHOP has gone
as a free option to schools. I would have to charge everyone to come and coupled
with teacher release and travel that could use up allocated PLD money quickly. The
NOE structure and local associations are meant to attend to this request instead.
So support your local association. Put your hand up to help organise a few hours
together in your region. Just make it happen. What you end up talking about will
create itself.
2021 NCEA Plans
The Ministry asked about NCEA in 2019 and as a result has proposed a series of
changes all to be released in Teacher Only Days (TODs). All teachers had the first of
these days in NOV last year and all the material is on the
website https://www.education.govt.nz/school/school-terms-and-holidaydates/accord-teacher-only-days/#Documentsforschools along with dates for 2021.
I think we will see the new standards for subjects being exposed in the May round.
This involves a huge amount of work and meanwhile my advice is to proceed as
usual using all the current standards. It is more important to get all students back into
the routine of school and learning and try to remedy the time out in 2020.
Teacher Resources

There are two resources I recommend and both are available own my website in the
COVID Files. I wrote, during COVID, many resources to help students and teachers
alike.
#21. Mathematics is Thinking. (Describes how thinking manifests in
mathematics)
#22. Fat Lessons. (Illustrates how to create an interesting and connected
lesson from a need or brainwave).
Both of these are here http://schools.reap.org.nz/advisor/COPVID19.html and feel
free too use these in Math DEPT PLD sessions. #21 Thinking in Mathematics
explains to some extent the development of complexity in thinking and #22 is a guide
to how to develop a series of connect dlessons.
Challenges
1. What are the key ideas in Mathematics and Statistics?
List 20 or so key ideas that define Mathematics and Statistics. Give your math
staff a few minutes and compile the list.
Here is my list in no particular order.
Random, size, shape, variation, comparing, one, W placevalue, Decimal placevalue,
proportion, addition, multiplication, fraction, factors, sampling, position, symmetry,
logic, variable, connecting, infinity.
This is not a definitive list and it would almost certainly change once I talked with a
group of teachers. The point I am making is these are the key understandings and
concepts that we should be highlighting in all lessons. One of these should get a
mention (an example, an explanation) in very lesson.
2. What are the key competencies in Mathematics and Statistics?
Again, have your teachers make their own list, then compare and collate a list.
Here is mine in no particular order. Persevering, creating, reflecting, communicating,
collaborating, self managing, participating, respecting.
Again, this may well change and like the key ideas each needs a five minute
discourse around the meaning.
Why waste valuable class learning time on unnecessary tasks and behaviours. Why
have one students call out an answer and all others wait? Why call a roll?
Hmmmmm… worth pondering.
Lastly, a push for my book I where I recorded many thoughts about the teaching and
learning of Mathematics and Statistics. Many teachers contributed in some way to
this book. It is not mine…it is yours. The book is on my website and I deeply
recommend all teachers to look at the first two chapters and attempt the tasks.
Day One Teacher Task with Every Class

Write a letter to each of the students telling them about yourself, what you want to
happen this year and how much you enjoy mathematics. Ask them to write you a
letter in response. Collect, read and ponder.
Take care every day. Breathe. Be very thankful. Slop, Slap and Scan. Realise you
are creating the future by being a teacher and above all have fun teaching
Mathematics and Statistics.
JIM
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